E-10

Darkroom Timers

Mark Time Minute Timer

Time-O-Lite Master Timer

Accurately times up to 30 minutes.
Adjustable stop for easy reset of time
by feel in darkroom, for frequently repeated
time intervals. Compact, sturdy, economical
and dependable. Winding is automatic as
hand is turned to preset position.
Has bell alarm and luminescent dial.

EMT901

Minute Timer

56440

Mark Time Enlarging Timer

EIT923

Turns equipment off after preset
interval from 0-60 seconds
(1 sec increments). Has off-on
switch for focussing and adjustable
stop for easy repeat of same interval.
Black case with luminescent dial.
Features AC outlet for enlarger
(10 amp capacity).

EMT903

78380

Darkroom Timers

E

For exact, fully automatic timing of all
darkroom work. Interval and
remaining time indicators. Safelight
goes out when push button is
operated. Luminous dial, line cord,
enlarger and safelight outlets are
polarized with a two wire and ground
connection. Accepts model FS-59
foot-switch (EIT972) for remote
operation.
Heavy duty synchronous motor.

Two pilot lights on the front of
the timer indicate when the unit is
timing, and when it has completed
the time cycle.
Buzzer provides audible signal at the
completion of the time interval.
UL listed & CSA approved.

EIT955

Max. Time
60 min.

Dial Calibration
1 min.

1 sec.

P-72-60S

Time-O-Lite Enlarging Timer GR-90

Economy priced precision timer incorporates an accurate synchronous
motor drive, with a simplified automatic reset timing mechanism.
A toggle switch controls power to the
load receptacle, permitting either
timed or constant output.
Features luminous dial,
chemically resistant Lexan case,
wall or table mounting and
polarized two wire and ground
line cord and receptacle, push
button start with automatic reset.
Specifications: 750 watt load capacity, UL & CSA approved for 120 volts,
60 cycles. Maximum time of 60 sec., Dial calibration of 1 sec. increments.

Enlarging Timer

GR-90

Time-O-Lite Enlarging Timer M72R

Features a large 7" diameter dial with
large luminous numerals. Set any
combination of sec. & min. from 1 sec.
to 59 min./59 sec. and it will
automatically control the enlarging.
Starts and stops appliances at preselected times. Operates up to 750W
electric circuit for time interval.
Provisions for remote buzzer, light plugins or solenoid valves. Serves as a
signaling timer or countdown clock with loud, built-in
buzzer. It has grounded 3-wire line cord & receptacles.
Specifications: The EZC is synchronous motor-driven manual-set
interval timer with a 3-way ON/OFF toggle switch which controls power
supply to BLACK receptacles (to operate electric circuit during time
interval) and to RED receptacle (to provide power after time interval).
UL listed and CSA approved for 120 volts, 60 cycles.

EIT925

Darkroom/Laboratory Interval Timer

Dual-purpose foot switch provides remote
control for the Professional P-72 Automatic
Timer, or an enlarger or printer without the
timer. Compact, non-skid design.
Heavy-duty ten foot line cord, with adapter
for direct connection to enlarger.
500 watt capacity. UL listed & approved.
Specifications: 115 volts, AC. only, 500 watts capacity.

EIT924

EIT972

M-72R

Foot Switch

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST

1-888-ARGRAPH
OR 1-800-526-6290
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EZC-73

Time-O-Lite Foot Switch

Same as above except includes receptacle for safe light power cord.

Enlarging Timer

SR59-1H

Time-O-Lite Darkroom/Laboratory
Interval Timer

Specifications: 1000 watt load capacity,
UL listed, CSA approved for 120v-ac 50 or 60 Hz only.
Max. Time
Dial Calibration

EIT921

M-72-60S

Features extremely accurate
and durable timing mechanism
with a unique reset feature.

Enlarging Timer

60 sec.

Master Timer

Time-O-Lite AutomTime-O-Lite Automatic
Reset Timer

Time-O-Lite Professional Timers, P-72 Series

EIT902

Interval and remaining time indicators.
Easy-to-read luminous dial.
Safelight goes out when push button
is operated. Line cord, enlarger
safelight outlets are polarized with a
two wire and ground connection.
Heavy-duty synchronous motor.
Push button start with automatic reset.
Specifications: 750 watt load capacity,
UL & CSA approved for 120 volts, 60 cycles.
Max. time of 60 sec., Dial calibration of 1 sec. increments.
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